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Legend 

1 - Entry Kiosk 

2 - 1896 Fog Signal Building 

3 - Native Plant Garden 

4 - Picnic Area & Whale Trail Interpretive Panel 

5 - Lighthouse Tower & Assorted Monuments 

6 - Coastal Prairie 

7 - Gazebo Trail 

8 - Gazebo 

9 - Gazebo Peninsula Sinkhole (not guest accessible) 

10 - Stornetta Perimeter Trail 

11 - Druids’ Circle 

12 - Labyrinth 

13 - Tower Trail 

14 - Tower Trail View Bench 

15 - Stone Entry Fence 
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Original map watercolor 

by Bruce Jones 
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1896 Fog Signal Building - This historic building, on the National Register of Historic Places, houses the Light Station Store.  

Our wide variety of merchandise is surrounded by displays of the history, technology, people and lore of the Light Station with 

the original 1st Order Fresnel lens from the current Tower as the centerpiece of its decor.  You will find an impressive collection 

of high quality T-shirts, sweatshirts, pullovers and outerwear as you would expect, but the store will also delight you with its 

jewelry, books, postcards, decorative housewares, children’s items, clocks and wall art, posters, glassware and more.   

Native Plant Garden - Planted by the Dorothy King Young Chapter of the California Native Plant Society, this garden showcases 

the native plants that are also found in the Coastal Prairie.  Adult and juvenile gray whale skulls, vertebrae and rib bones are 

also part of the garden, as is an 1800s era sailing ship anchor and chain. 

  4 Picnic Area & Whale Trail Interpretive Panel - Enjoy a picnic watching the passing marine mammals and use the Whale Trail 

Interpretive panel to identify what you see. 

  5 Lighthouse Tower & Assorted Monuments - The 1908 Lighthouse Tower, at 115’ the tallest Lighthouse on the Pacific coast, 

offers a gorgeous backdrop to your photos.  Note the various monuments at its base and the National Register of Historic 

Places plaque to the right of the entrance door. 

Gazebo Trail - This .3 mile long trail follows the white perimeter ranch fence from the Tower to the Gazebo peninsula.  

Coastal Prairie - This area between the Tower and the security fence, and the areas outside of our white perimeter ranch fence,   

are examples of the typical flora of the coast prior to it being grazed by cattle.  The vast majority of the plants are native. 

Gazebo - Constructed for the final scene of the 1992 movie Forever Young, it was left behind by the film crew.  Restored by 

former Board member Norm Fast in 2016 it has been a favorite wedding spot its entire time here.   

Gazebo Peninsula Sinkhole (not guest accessible) - First appearing January 20, 2019 the sinkhole was initially 10’ in diameter 

and about 16’ from the bluff edge.  Constant water flow through a sea cave 40’ away to the northeast into the opening in the 

bottom has relentlessly expanded the sinkhole to about 60’ in diameter and about 2/3rds of the bluff has eroded.  PLEASE 

STAY BEHIND THE FENCE! 

Stornetta Perimeter Trail - This faint trail parallels the white perimeter fence that defines the boundary between the Light Station 

and the Point Arena/Stornetta Lands.  The trail will take you to the Druids’ Circle and the Labyrinth. 

Druids’ Circle - Installed around a naturally occurring mound of Douglas Iris the 5 locally sourced Mendo Blue pillars were left 

over from the construction of the Stone Entry Fence (#15) and placed there in homage to Stonehenge and Druids everywhere. 

Labyrinth - Envisioned and funded by PALKI Board Vice President Laura Franklin, designed by Marilyn Larson, a founding 

member of the Labyrinth Society and crafted by noted stone masons Julien Carmellino and Kevin Carman. The Labyrinth is the 

westernmost installation of the Art Line, a series of walkable, interactive outdoor artworks across the heart of America along a 

28 mile-wide band, centered on the 39th Latitude. 

Tower Trail - Leading from just behind the Entry Kiosk (#1) to the Picnic Area (#4) this trail follows the western white perimeter 

fence and provides a safe way to walk from the entry to the Fog Signal Building (#2) and Lighthouse Tower (#5). Stop at the 

Tower Trail View Bench (#14) for the classic view of the Lighthouse peninsula! 

Tower Trail View Bench - Sit here and take in the breathtaking coastline, sea stacks and ocean waves that surround the 

Lighthouse peninsula.  Take pictures of the classic view of the Fog Signal Building (#2) and Lighthouse Tower (#5). 

Stone Entry Fence - Inspired by Peter Mullins, designed by Mark Hancock and master stone mason John Shaw-Rimmington to 

mimic a typical coastal ranch picket fence, constructed by Shaw-Rimmington, Sean Kelley and Mark Ricard with the “waves” of 

pebbles rising at the base of the entry gate posts installed by Kevin Carman and Ian McMillan.  This one of a kind fence features 

“posts” of locally sourced Mendo Blue boulders and “pickets” of mica schist from the Mojave desert.  The fence is constructed 

entirely free standing, no mortar or mechanical connections were used.  We expect it to last for the next 150 years of the Light 

Station’s life. Be sure to view it both close up and as you walk along the Tower Trail - it looks different from every angle! 

Point Arena Lighthouse Keepers, Inc. (PALKI) thanks the many people that were part of creating this amazing and unique Outdoor 

Museum for your enjoyment.  PALKI greatly appreciates artist Bruce Jones for painting the original watercolor of the Light Station 

and its Outdoor Museum features used to create the map on the reverse.  Bruce’s art can be seen at the Discovery Gallery in 

Gualala and he is a frequent exhibitor at the Dolphin Gallery in Gualala and open Call to Artist exhibits at the Gualala Arts Center. 


